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Description

[0001] This invention concerns in general those
means, installed on tyre removal machines, which ena-
ble the tyre to be removed from and/or mounted on the
wheel rim.
[0002] To mount tyres on their wheel rims, and to ef-
fect the opposite operation, machines are known, e.g.
from DE-A-2 416 668, comprising essentially a rotary
platform of vertical axis provided with a self-centering
device for locking the wheel rim, which is overlain by a
support which supports, adjustable in height and in the
horizontal direction, a tool arranged to interact with the
tyre edge or bead, to urge it below, or extract it from, the
flange of the wheel rim.
[0003] In known machines said tool is positioned at
the end of a vertical support bar which slides within the
end seat of a horizontal arm, to which it can be locked
in level.
[0004] The horizontal arm itself slides in the end seat
of a vertical plate which extends upwards from the ma-
chine base to the side of the platform which receives the
tyre.
[0005] Said horizontal arm is provided with means for
locking it in the desired position.
[0006] The known art teaches that to be able to re-
move a tyre from the wheel rim the first operation which
the operator has to carry out is to detach the tyre bead
from the bead retaining flange of the wheel rim using the
bead release device with which tyre removal machines
are usually provided. The operator then places the
wheel, comprising the wheel rim and tyre, on the self-
centering device and locks it in the working position.
[0007] At this point the operator positions the tool in
contact with the flange of the wheel rim and, using a suit-
able lever, lifts the tyre bead above the working surface
of the tool and then rotates the wheel rim while simulta-
neously pressing with one hand on that side of the tyre
opposite that at which the tool is positioned, in order to
enable the bead to position itself in the well of the wheel
rim. In addition, while the wheel rim is rotating, the op-
erator has to aid the escape of the bead using a lever,
one end of which is inserted between the tyre edge and
the flange of the wheel rim.
[0008] In contrast, to mount the tyre on the wheel rim,
the operator firstly locks the wheel rim on the self-center-
ing device, then positions the tyre on the wheel rim and
then by pressing on its upper side has to at least partially
insert the lower bead of the tyre into the wheel rim. At
this point the operator locates the tool in its working po-
sition, and in particular has to position a part of the tyre
bead below the working surface of the tool. He then ro-
tates the self-centering device and with his hands, by
pressing on the side of the tyre, aids the insertion of the
bead into the bead retaining flange of the wheel rim.
[0009] It should be noted that both during the mount-
ing of the tyre onto the wheel rim and during its removal,
the operator usually lubricates the edge of the tyre bead

to facilitate its mounting onto or its removal from the
wheel rim.
[0010] Although devices of known type perform their
proposed functions they always require the intervention
of the operator, and require from him a physical force
the extent of which depends on the size of the tyre and
the rigidity of its bead.
[0011] In addition, the manual intervention of the op-
erator means that he is subjected to the risk of acci-
dents, as he has to work with moving equipment and in
contact with lubricated surfaces.
[0012] An object of the present invention is to over-
come the drawbacks of the known art within the frame-
work of a rational and reliable solution, which does not
require the operator to intervene actively during the re-
moval of the tyre from the wheel rim, or during the op-
posite operation.
[0013] A further object of the invention is to provide a
device which accelerates the tyre mounting and removal
operations.
[0014] The invention attains said objects by virtue of
an automatic device for mounting and removing the tyre
on/from the wheel rim which, associated with rotary
means for supporting the wheel rim, is able to extract
and/or insert the tyre from/into the wheel rim without re-
quiring any operator intervention.
[0015] According to the invention the device compris-
es an operating head provided with at least one de-
mounting tool, which can rotate about the main axis of
said operating head, and is arranged to grip the tyre and
then extract it from the wheel rim, and at least one
mounting tool arranged to insert the tyre into the wheel
rim.
[0016] In greater detail, said at least one demounting
tool can rotate about the main axis of said operating
head to position itself between at least one first position
in which the tyre bead is gripped and at least one second
position in which the tyre bead is extracted from the
wheel rim.
[0017] Said operating head can rotate about its axis,
and is associated with means which enable it to trans-
late horizontally and vertically in such a manner as to
position the demounting and mounting tools in proximity
to the flange of the wheel rim.
[0018] The wheel rim support means must preferably
be such as to leave both flanges of the wheel rim free,
so that the device of the invention can act simultaneous-
ly on both sides of the wheel rim.
[0019] Said wheel rim support means can translate
horizontally to approach and withdraw from the device
of the invention in accordance with the wheel rim diam-
eter and possibly the operating position assumed by the
demounting tool.
[0020] Finally, the combination of the device of the in-
vention with said rotary support means for the wheel rim
results in an assembly representing a complete tyre re-
moval machine which can also be easily provided with
a bead release tool of known type.
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[0021] The particular characteristics of the invention
are defined in the claims.
[0022] The constructional and operational character-
istics will be more apparent from the ensuing description
of a preferred embodiment thereof given by way of non-
limiting example and illustrated in the accompanying
drawings.

Figure 1 is a perspective view of the tyre removal
machine on which the invention is installed.

Figure 2 is a second perspective view of the tyre
removal machine on which the invention is installed.

Figure 3 is a partly sectional view of the device of
the invention in a first operating position.

Figure 4 is a partly sectional view of the device of
the invention in a second operating position.

Figure 5 is a partly sectional view of the device of
the invention in a third operating position.

Figures 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 are schematic views
of the invention during the removal of the tyre from
the wheel rim.

Figure 12 is a partly sectional view of the operating
head with which the invention is provided.

[0023] Said figures show the tyre removal machine 1,
which comprises a lower base 2, from the upper surface
of which there projects a rotary shaft 3 for supporting
the support and a locking means 4 for the wheel rim 5
on which the tyre 6 is installed.
[0024] The shaft 3, and hence also the support and
locking means 4 for the wheel rim 5, can translate axi-
ally, operated by means, known per se and not shown,
positioned inside the casing 2.
[0025] It should be noted that said means 4 are not
described in detail as they form the subject of Italian In-
dustrial Invention patent application No.
RE2000A000051 in the name of the same Applicant.
[0026] To the rear of the casing 2 there is present a
vertical frame 7 provided with guides 70 for the sliding
of an automatic device 9 for mounting and removing the
tyre 6 on/from the wheel rim 5.
[0027] In greater detail, the device 9 comprises a car-
riage 8 provided with four wheels 81 arranged to run on
guides 70 of the vertical frame 71; the carriage 8 sup-
ports the means, described hereinafter, for mounting
and removing the tyre 6 onto/from the wheel rim 5.
[0028] The carriage 8 is driven vertically by a male-
female screw mechanism 10, of which the female screw,
not shown, is rigid with the carriage 8. The male screw
100 of the screw mechanism 10, shown in Figures 1 and
2, is fixed to the carriage 8 and is rotated by the electric
motor 11. Rotation of the screw 100 hence causes the

carriage 8 to translate vertically.
[0029] On the carriage 8 there is fixed a member 12,
provided with a through hole 13 in which a hollow shaft
14 is inserted and slides, and of which one of its ends
carries the operating head 12 and its opposite end is
fixed to the cylinder 170 of a cylinder-piston unit 17.
[0030] The purpose of the cylinder-piston unit 17 is to
position in at least two working positions a movable tyre-
demounting tool 25 hinged to the operating head 16 and
having its hook-shaped lower end projecting from the
head.
[0031] The hollow shaft 14 is made to translate axially
by a pneumatic cylinder-piston unit 18 also rigid with the
carriage 8, with its rod carrying at one end a plate 19
secured to the cylinder 170 of the cylinder-piston unit
17. Although secured to the plate 19, the cylinder-piston
unit 17 is free to rotate about its own axis.
[0032] Said plate 19 carries at its lower end a second
pneumatic cylinder-piston unit 20, the rod of which is
connected to a rack 21 in which there engages a pinion
22 rigid with the cylinder 170. Operation of the cylinder-
piston unit 20 causes the rack 21 to move, resulting in
rotation of the cylinder-piston unit 17 and the hollow
shaft 14.
[0033] With reference to Figures 3, 4 and 5 the pneu-
matic cylinder-piston unit 17 is provided with a double
piston consisting of a cup-shaped piece 23 which slides
within the cylinder 170, and a disc 24 with which one
end of the rod 171 is rigid, and which slides within said
cup-shaped piece 23.
[0034] In greater detail, the disc 24 is prevented from
withdrawing from the cup-shaped piece 23 by a reten-
tion ring 250. The air is fed, by suitable pneumatic
means, not shown, into the cylinder 170 via the conduit
172, and, via the conduit 173, into the chamber 175
bounded by the inner walls of the cup-shaped piece and
by the disc 24.
[0035] With reference to Figure 12, the operating
head 16 is of substantially frusto-conical form, and is
internally hollow. It also presents an annular reduced-
diameter portion 161 which is received in the end of the
hollow shaft 14, and locked in position thereat by screws
140.
[0036] Said annular reduced-diameter portion 161 is
provided with a central stem 162 having a through cen-
tral hole which also passes through said annular re-
duced-diameter portion 161, and is traversed by the free
end of the rod 171.
[0037] On the rod 171 there is mounted a compres-
sion spring 200, of which one end rests on said central
stem 162 and its opposite end rests on a ring 163 locked
onto the rod 171.
[0038] The free end of the rod 171 is connected, via
a connecting bar 30, to the upper end of the tyre de-
mounting tool 25. Specifically, the cylinder-piston unit 17
can dispose the tool 25 in different operating positions,
namely a first position for seeking and gripping the tyre
bead, and at least two positions for extracting the bead
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from the bead retaining flange of the wheel rim.
[0039] With reference to Figure 4, when in the first po-
sition for seeking and gripping the tyre bead, the tool 15
is inclined at an angle a, of preferably between 2° and
15°, to the vertical axis passing through the centre of
rotation of the tool.
[0040] Figure 3 shows the first of the positions in
which the tool 25 can extract the bead from the bead
retaining flange of the wheel rim. This position also co-
incides with the tool rest position. When in said position
the tool 25 is vertical, by virtue of the fact that com-
pressed air is present in the chamber 175 to maintain
the disc 24 against the retention ring 250, against the
action of the spring 200. To move the tool from this rest
position (Figure 3) to the position for seeking and grip-
ping the edge of the bead (Figure 4), the air present in
the chamber 175 is extracted. In this manner the spring
200 thrusts the disc 24 against the end of the cup-
shaped piece 23, as shown in Figure 4.
[0041] Figure 5 shows the second position for extract-
ing the tyre bead from the bead retaining flange of the
wheel rim. To move the tool into this position from its
rest position, shown in Figure 3, air is fed into the cylin-
der-piston unit 17 through the conduit 172. In this man-
ner the cup-shaped piece 232 advances against the ac-
tion of the spring 200 and rotates the tool 25 through an
angle β, preferably between 1° and 40°.
[0042] When the tool is in this second position, to pre-
vent excessive deformation of the tyre and to facilitate
complete extraction of the tyre bead, the shaft 3 is ad-
vanced in the tool direction by an amount equal to the
chord subtended by the angle β at the hook-shaped end
of the bead gripping tool 25.
[0043] The operating head 16 is also provided with a
fixed tool 27, used during the mounting of the tyre onto
the wheel rim.
[0044] The operation of the device can either be con-
trolled by the operator using suitable control means, not
shown, positioned on the casing 2 of the tyre removal
machine, or be controlled automatically by a processor.
[0045] The operation of the invention for mounting the
tyre on the wheel rim will now be described.
[0046] After releasing the bead of the tyre, the oper-
ator places the wheel on its support and locking means
4. When the wheel has been locked in position, the op-
erator adjusts the position of the shaft 3 relative to the
frame 7 on the basis of the wheel diameter. At this point
he operates the device 9, which moves into the position
shown in Figure 6, i.e. it positions the demounting tool
25 into proximity with the flange of the wheel rim, and
specifically at 2 millimetres from said flange.
[0047] When in this position the device 9 is lowered
through a predetermined amount, as shown in Figure 7,
to insert its hook-shaped lower end between the bead
retaining flange of the wheel rim and the tyre bead.
[0048] Once in position, the tool is moved into the
bead seeking and gripping position (Figure 8), i.e. it is
rotated through an angle a to the vertical axis in the di-

rection of the wheel rim, so that the hook-shaped end of
the tool 25 grips the edge of the tyre bead.
[0049] The tool is then returned to the first extraction
position, coinciding with the (vertical) rest position, see
Figure 9. The device 9 is raised from this position, as
shown in Figure 10, to extract a portion of the tyre upper
bead to above the wheel rim. The wheel rim is simulta-
neously rotated so that the entire upper bead leaves the
wheel rim.
[0050] To facilitate the escape of the tyre bead from
the wheel rim and decrease the tension to which the
bead is subjected, once the tyre upper bead has been
gripped in the described manner and a part of it has
been extracted from the wheel rim flange, the tool 25
can be repositioned in said second extraction position
(Figure 11). In this manner the tool 25 rotates in the op-
posite direction to that of the wheel rim through an angle
β. Simultaneously, to prevent excessive tyre deforma-
tion, the shaft is advanced in the tool direction by an
amount equal to the chord subtended by the angle β
measured at the tyre bead gripping hook so that the tyre
upper bead lies within the wheel rim diameter.
[0051] The wheel rim 5 is then rotated so that the en-
tire upper bead of the tyre 6 leaves the wheel rim.
[0052] When the tyre upper bead has been extracted,
the tool is moved into its seeking position to release the
tyre bead from it, after which the tool is returned to its
rest position. The processor then withdraws the shaft 14
and lowers the carriage 8 to move the operating head
16 below the tyre. At this point the shaft 14 is made to
rise to move the mounting tool 27 to a few millimetres
from the lower flange of the wheel rim. The carriage is
then raised to insert the tool 27 between the upper
flange of the wheel rim and the tyre lower bead, with the
sidewall of the tyre resting against the head 16. While
rotating the wheel rim the shaft 14 is moved continuous-
ly upwards until the tyre has completely left the wheel
rim.
[0053] The tyre is mounted onto the wheel rim using
the mounting tool 27. For this purpose the operator rests
the tyre on the wheel rim by inserting a part of the lower
edge of the tyre bead into the well of the wheel rim such
that the tyre axis is inclined to the vertical axis of the
wheel rim. At this point the operator moves the operating
head 16 into proximity with the wheel rim flange so that
the tool 27 becomes inserted between the upper flange
of the wheel rim and the lower edge of the tyre. He then
rotates the wheel rim and by lightly pressing on the tyre
he causes the entire lower tyre bead to pass below the
upper flange of the wheel rim. Having done this, to insert
the upper edge of the tyre into the wheel rim he moves
the operating head 16 above the tyre, and then rotates
the head 16 through 180° to turn the tool 27 towards the
wheel rim. He then lowers the operating head 16 so as
to insert the tool 27 between the upper flange of the
wheel rim and the upper bead of the tyre. He then rotates
the wheel rim and by lightly pressing on the tyre he caus-
es the entire upper tyre bead to pass below the upper
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flange of the wheel rim.

Claims

1. An automatic device for mounting and removing a
tyre (6) onto and from the relative wheel rim (5),
characterised by comprising, for supporting the
wheel rim (5) complete with tyre (6), rotary means
associated with a frame (7) which supports an op-
erating head (16), positionable in level and horizon-
tally translatable, provided with at least one de-
mounting tool (25) which can rotate about an axis
perpendicular to the main axis of said operating
head (16) to be positioned between a first position
for seeking and gripping the bead of the tyre (6), in
which the tool (25) is orientated towards the centre
of the wheel rim, and a second position for extract-
ing said bead of the tyre (6) from the wheel rim, in
which the tool (25) is vertical or is orientated in the
opposite direction.

2. A device as claimed in claim 1, characterised in
that said operating head (16) also comprises, for
inserting the tyre (6) into the wheel rim (5), at least
one mounting tool (27) offset by about 180° from
said demounting tool (25).

3. A device as claimed in claim 1, characterised in
that said operating head (16) is rigid with the free
end of a hollow shaft (14) which can translate per-
pendicularly to said frame (7) to bring said operating
head (16) into proximity with the flange of the wheel
rim (5).

4. A device as claimed in claim 3, characterised in
that said hollow shaft is made to translate by a cyl-
inder-piston unit (18).

5. A device as claimed in claims 1 and 3, character-
ised in that said hollow shaft (14) is associated with
a carriage (8) which translates along said frame (7).

6. A device as claimed in claim 5, characterised in
that said carriage (8) is made to translate by a male-
female screw mechanism (10), of which the female
screw is fixed to said carriage (8) and the male
screw (100) is fixed to the frame (7) and is rotated
by an electric motor (11).

7. A device as claimed in claim 1, characterised in
that said operating head (16) can rotate about its
axis to position one of said tools (25, 27) alterna-
tively in proximity to the flange of said wheel rim (5).

8. A device as claimed in claim 7, characterised in
that said operating head (16) and the hollow shaft
(14) with which it is rigid are rotated by a rack-and-

pinion linkage (21, 22).

9. A device as claimed in claim 1, characterised in
that said demounting tool (25) presents a hook-
shaped lower portion for gripping the bead of the
tyre (6), said portion projecting from the operating
head (16).

10. A device as claimed in claims 1 and 9, character-
ised in that said demounting tool (25) is hinged to
said operating head (16).

11. A device as claimed in claims 1 and 9, character-
ised in that said at least one tool (25) is positioned
relative to the demounting operating head (16) by
the action of a cylinder-piston unit (17) which acts
on the tool (25) via a connecting bar (30) associated
with the rod (171) of said cylinder-piston unit (17).

12. A device as claimed in claim 11, characterised in
that said cylinder-piston unit (17) comprises a cup-
shaped first piston (23), within which there slides a
disc-shaped second piston (24) fixed to the rod
(171); the end-of-travel positions of said first and
second piston determining the desired positions of
said demounting tool (25).

13. A tyre removal machine characterised by compris-
ing a device in accordance with claims 1 to 12.

Patentansprüche

1. Automatische Vorrichtung zum Montieren und De-
montieren eines Reifens (6) auf und von der zuge-
hörigen Radfelge (5),
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
sie zum Halten der Radfelge (5) zusammen mit dem
Reifen (6) eine Rotationseinrichtung aufweist, wel-
che mit einem Rahmen (7), welcher einen Arbeits-
kopf (16) trägt, verbunden ist, der in einer Ebene
positionierbar und horizontal verfahrbar ist und mit
wenigstens einem Demontierwerkzeug (25) verse-
hen ist, welches um eine senkrecht zu der Haupt-
achse des Arbeitskopfes (16) verlaufende Achse
rotieren kann, um zwischen einer ersten Position
zum Suchen und Greifen des Wulstes des Reifens
(6), in welcher das Werkzeug (25) in Richtung des
Zentrums der Radfelge orientiert ist, und einer zwei-
ten Position zum Herausziehen des Wulstes des
Reifens (6) von der Radfelge positionierbar ist,. in
welcher das Werkzeug (25) vertikal oder in der ent-
gegengesetzten Richtung orientiert ist.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Arbeitskopf
(16) des weiteren zum Einführen
des Reifens (6) in die Radfelge (5) wenigstens ein
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Montierwerkzeug (27) aufweist, welches um unge-
fähr 180° gegenüber dem Demontierwerkzeug (25)
versetzt ist.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der Arbeitskopf (16) starr mit dem freien Ende einer
Welle (14) ist, welche senkrecht zu dem Rahmen
(7) verschieblich ist, um den Arbeitskopf (16) in die
Nähe des Flansches der Radfelge (5) zu bringen.

4. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 3,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die hohle Welle mittels einer Zylinder-Kolben-Ein-
heit (18) verschieblich ist.

5. Vorrichtung nach den Ansprüchen 1 und 3,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die hohle Welle (14) mit einem Schlitten (8) verbun-
den ist, welcher sich entlang des Rahmens (7) be-
wegt.

6. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 5, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass
der Schlitten (8) mittels eines Mutter-Schrauben-
Mechanismus (10) verschieblich ist, von welchem
die Mutter an dem Schlitten (8) angebracht ist und
die Schraube (100) an dem Rahmen (7) angebracht
und von einem Elektromotor (11) angetrieben ist.

7. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der Arbeitskopf (16) um seine Achse rotierbar ist;
um wahlweise eines der Werkzeuge (25,27) in der
Nähe des Flansches der Radfelge (5) zu positionie-
ren.

8. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 7,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der Arbeitskopf (16) und die hohle Welle (14), mit
welcher er starr verbunden ist, mittels eines Zahn-
stangengetriebes (21,22) rotierbar sind.

9. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das Demontierwerkzeug (25) einen hakenförmigen
unteren Bereich zum Greifen des Wulstes des Rei-
fens (6) aufweist, wobei der Bereich von dem Ar-
beitskopf (16) hervorsteht.

10. Vorrichtung nach den Ansprüchen 1 und 9,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das Demontierwerkzeug (25) gelenkig an dem Ar-
beitskopf (16) angebracht ist.

11. Vorrichtung nach den Ansprüchen 1 und 9,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das wenigstens eine Werkzeug (25) durch die Ein-

wirkung einer Zylinder-Kolben-Einheit (17), welche
über eine Verbindungsstange (30), die mit der Stan-
ge (171) der Zylinder-Kolben-Einheit (17) verbun-
den ist, auf das Werkzeug (25) wirkt, relativ zu dem
Demontier-Arbeitskopf (16) positioniert wird.

12. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 11,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Zylinder-Kolben-Einheit (17) einen tassenförmi-
gen ersten Kolben (23) aufweist, innerhalb wel-
chem ein scheibenförmiger zweiter Kolben (24), der
an der Stange (171) befestigt ist, gleitet; wobei die
Endbewegungspositionen des ersten und zweiten
Kolbens die gewünschten Positionen des Demon-
tierwerkzeugs (25) festlegen.

13. Raddemontiermaschine,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
sie eine Vorrichtung gemäß der Ansprüche 1 bis 12
aufweist.

Revendications

1. Appareil automatique de montage d'un pneumati-
que (6) sur une jante de roue associée (5) et d'en-
lèvement du pneumatique, caractérisé en ce qu'il
comprend, pour le support de la jante de roue (5)
associée au pneumatique (6), un dispositif rotatif
associé à un châssis (7) qui supporte une tête de
manoeuvre (16) qui peut être positionnée en hau-
teur et qui est mobile horizontalement en transla-
tion, et muni d'au moins un outil de démontage (25)
qui peut tourner autour d'un axe perpendiculaire à
l'axe principal de la tête de manoeuvre (16) afin qu'il
soit positionné entre une première position de re-
cherche et de saisie du talon du pneumatique (6),
dans laquelle l'outil (25) est orienté vers le centre
de la jante de roue, et une seconde position d'ex-
traction du talon du pneumatique (6) de la jante de
roue, dans laquelle l'outil (25) est vertical ou est
orienté dans la direction opposée.

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en
ce que la tête de manoeuvre (16) comporte aussi,
pour l'insertion du pneumatique (6) dans la jante de
roue (5), au moins un outil de montage (27) décalé
d'environ 180° par rapport à l'outil de démontage
(25).

3. Appareil selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en
ce que la tête de manoeuvre (16) est associée ri-
gidement à l'extrémité libre d'un arbre creux (14) qui
peut se déplacer en translation perpendiculaire-
ment au châssis (7) pour placer la tête de manoeu-
vre (16) à proximité du flasque de la jante de roue
(5).
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4. Appareil selon la revendication 3, caractérisé en
ce que l'arbre creux est mis en translation par une
unité à cylindre et piston (18).

5. Appareil selon les revendications 1 et 3, caractéri-
sé en ce que l'arbre creux (14) est associé à un
chariot (8) qui se déplace en translation le long du
châssis (7).

6. Appareil selon la revendication 5, caractérisé en
ce que le chariot (8) est réalisé afin qu'il se déplace
en translation sous la commande d'un mécanisme
à vis mâle et femelle (10) dont la vis femelle est fixée
au chariot (8) et la vis mâle (100) est fixée au châs-
sis (7) et est entraînée en rotation par un moteur
électrique (11).

7. Appareil selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en
ce que la tête de manoeuvre (16) peut tourner
autour de son axe afin que l'un des outils (25, 27)
soit positionné en alternance à proximité du flasque
de la jante de roue (5).

8. Appareil selon la revendication 7, caractérisé en
ce que la tête de manoeuvre (16) et l'arbre creux
(14) avec lequel elle coopère rigidement sont en-
traînés en rotation par un mécanisme à pignon et
crémaillère (21, 22).

9. Appareil selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en
ce que l'outil de démontage (25) présente une par-
tie inférieure en forme de crochet destinée à saisir
le talon du pneumatique (6), cette partie dépassant
de la tête de manoeuvre (16).

10. Appareil selon les revendications 1 et 9, caractéri-
sé en ce que l'outil de démontage (25) est articulé
sur la tête de manoeuvre (16).

11. Appareil selon les revendications 1 et 9, caractéri-
sé en ce que l'outil au moins (25) est positionné par
rapport à la tête de manoeuvre (16) de montage
sous l'action d'une unité à cylindre et piston (17) qui
agit sur l'outil (25) par l'intermédiaire d'une barre de
raccordement (30) associée à la tige (171) de l'unité
à cylindre et piston (17).

12. Appareil selon la revendication 11, caractérisé en
ce que l'unité à cylindre et piston (17) comprend un
premier piston (23) en forme de cuvette, dans le-
quel coulisse un second piston (24) en forme de dis-
que fixé à la tige (171), les positions de fin de course
des premier et second pistons déterminant des po-
sitions voulues de l'outil de démontage (25).

13. Machine d'extraction de pneumatique, caractéri-
sée en ce qu'elle comprend un appareil selon les
revendications 1 à 12.
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